
Pub Landlords of 1970s Cardiff 
 

For my beer related memories and as the oldest member of team fourtharch I am going to take 

you back to the 1970’s - the decade of apartheid in South Africa, genocide in Cambodia, the 

Vietnam War and the pub landlords of Cardiff. 

But shouldn’t the pub landlords of 1970’s Cardiff be grouped with other entertainment and 

leisure businesses and not in the crimes against humanity section? No, not really for like 

Uganda’s very own Idi Amin another famous name from the decade of flared trousers and 

platform shoes, the pub landlords of 1970s Cardiff [PLONC] also executed their very own 

personal programme of social cleansing by barring their customers wholesale at the drop of a 

hat [yes, that literally does mean you could get barred for dropping your hat]  

Present day retailers are proud to tell you of the numbers of customers entering their outlets or 

footfall, the PLONCers were just as proud of their footfall but in the opposite direction – out 

of the pub. 

 

Origins 

To try to understand the origins of this 1970s social monster let us go back even further in time 

to the 1940s when Britain was at war and we are all familiar with Mr Hodges the ARP Warden 

through the comedy show Dad’s Army, the friendly local Walmington-on-Sea greengrocer who 

suddenly transforms into a tyrant when given a uniform and a small sense of power - “Put that 

flippin light out” 
Moving onto the 1960s and we find an even more terrifying official in the shape of the 

Corporation Park Keeper, unlike the ARP Warden whose only raison d'être was to ensure a 

blackout during an air-raid, the Park Keeper or Parky was not only given a uniform but also a 

pointed stick and unbelievably the power of arrest. The pointed stick was actually a tool for 

picking up litter but our always inventive Park Keeper considered himself much more 

important than this and the stick became part of his armoury for the efficient Scottish Highland 

style clearance of a particular type of vermin from all Corporation parks – children! I have 

anecdotal evidence from the time in the Roath area of Cardiff of Park Keepers bringing down 

children cycling through their parks by propelling the trusty stick into the bicycle spokes. 

The future pub landlords of 1970s Cardiff could only but admire and indeed take inspiration 

from these two role models, however unlike the ARP Warden and the Park Keeper the 

PLONCers were never issued with uniforms, weapons or given any special powers - they would 

go on to create all three components themselves. 

 

PLONCers Assemble 
The Uniform 

By the 1970s uniforms were well established in many areas of the entertainment and leisure 

industry, you had cinema and theatre usherettes who could always be found standing at their 

posts ready to show you to your seat and over at the recently opened Butlins in Barry Island 

there were the bright uniforms of the Redcoats whose only purpose was to make sure the whole 

family had a good time during their holiday camp stay. However unlike the cinema usherette 

the pub landlords of 1970s Cardiff were more interested not in showing you to your seat but 

showing you out of your seat and ejecting you from their pubs and so far as the brightly clad 

cheerful customer friendly Butlins Redcoats were concerned the PLONCers would seek a 

uniform suggesting the complete opposite. A military style uniform marking the pub landlord 

out as a figure of authority and respect would be the order of the day - enter the bus driver’s 

purple blazer. 



 

Armoury and special powers  

Our always helpful cinema usherettes carried a torch that if issued to pub landlords could have 

been used for interrogation purposes and then there were the connotations attached to the 

barbed wire that surrounded the perimeter wall of Butlins Barry Island that led to the locals 

referring to the camp as Butlitz. Torture chambers and Concentration camps were not really a 

feasible option for any entertainment and leisure industry even in the 1970s so the PLONCers 

would look to arm and defend themselves in a far more subtle but equally as sinister way by 

returning to and re-examining the power they already had within common law. 

 

Pubs are private businesses and publicans, like all property owners, have the right to determine 

who can come onto their premises or not. If a publican bars you from his pub (in legal terms, 

withdraws the implied licence or permission that you have to enter their premises) you would 

commit the tort of trespass if you were to re-enter the premises the landlord would be entitled 

to eject you. 

 

Landlords leading up to the 1970s had used their rights under common law to defend 

themselves by ejecting troublemakers from their pubs but the PLONCers suddenly realised that 

they could not only use this law to defend but also to attack and didn’t actually have to wait for 

a customer to put a stool through the lounge bar window but could bar someone if they simply 

didn’t like them!  

The PLONCers had assembled, they were feeling good and full of confidence, some were a 

little over confident and in one early incident in the 1970s the landlord of the Three Brewers 

nearing midnight on New Year’s Eve suggested that everyone should move outside to welcome 

in the new year - at which point he slammed the pub doors shut, locked up and went home to 

bed. 

 

The Regime Begins 
Does your face fit in here? 

The 1970s brought aspirations for the first time to many more people, families now had the 

very affordable option to fly to Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece for their summer holidays and 

in Cardiff the move was on out of the 19th Century industrial housing estates to the shiny new 

homes in Llanedeyrn.  This burgeoning new social group or ‘Aspirationals’ not only brought 

back suntans and oversized diameter sombreros from their foreign holidays but also new ideas 

in food, wines, spices and oils that meant that British salads were no longer like chewing the 

cud for a start. There was also that very continental style of expressing affection in public, a 

cousin of mine recently recalled the landlord of his 1970s Cardiff local who told a courting 

couple kissing and canoodling in the corner that if they insisted on getting up to that sort of 

thing then they should do it elsewhere – the PLONCers were beginning to identify the ASPs 

as a new social group that needed sorting.  

 

New build Pubs with car parks 

Car ownership was also increasing and all new build pubs such as the aforementioned Three 

Brewers were now coming with large car parks attached, the Brewers is a very important and 

interesting piece of 1970s architecture but inside it was still very much a traditional pub with 

separate bar and lounge areas, the lounge now placed on the first floor symbolically looking 

down on the lesser beings in the bar.  

These examples of class distinction were being challenged in the 1970s by sociologists who 

began their rise to power in the world of Architecture, in one early experiment in people control 



the front doors were placed where the back doors normally went and vice versa in some of the 

new homes on the aforementioned Llanedeyrn housing estate - the fine people of Llanedeyrn 

of course ended up using the back door as the front door, while the front door seized up through 

lack of use. While the same sociologists went on to become today’s social engineers the 

PLONCers were tackling class distinction and people control from the coal face and were about 

to begin their program of social cleansing in the two pubs where they were at their most 

proficient - the Three Brewers and the Discovery.  

I did experience an early version of ethnic cleansing in the late 70s at the Unicorn in Old St 

Mellons, a gang of us went out there with Tom a friend from London who had a real Mick 

Jagger cockney accent and as the landlord was pouring our pints he asked one of us to tell Tom 

to shut up as he did not like the way he was talking.  

 

Class confusion proletariat 

The ASPs not only had more money in their pockets, new cars, foreign holidays, Jason King, 

Black Forest gateau and friends with cockney accents but were now attending University in 

greater numbers [that’s Uni to any young people reading this] As a consequence when it came 

to making a choice between bar and lounge you would think lounge but curiously enough the 

ASPs preferred to be amongst their own age group who were mainly in the bar, the lounge was 

still very much the preserve of older middle class, middle aged if not middle earth type people. 

The PLONCers although imbedded in these modern new look pubs wanted the norm and 

anyone outside this norm would be targeted – but they occasionally did go off-message one 

example being the owner of a very successful motor business in Albany road who was barred 

from the Discovery in an argument over a favourite bar stool – even businessmen who could 

bring corporate events and more trade to the pub were not immune. In a bizarre twist under the 

PLONCer regime, trouble makers seemed to be welcomed back into the pubs, I recall a hand 

written notice in the Three Brewers that read “PLEASE DO NOT SLASH THE SEATS” In 

other words, put that stool through the window but Banquette seating is a little more expensive 

to repair. So would the PLONCers be looking for mixed metaphors and split infinitives as a 

reason to ban the now highly educated aspirationals? No, they didn’t need an excuse and were 

simply on the lookout for faces that didn’t fit. 

 

The pointer moved to 11 on the ridiculous and absurd scale when towards the end of this era it 

wasn’t only the PLONCers who were barring customers for no good reasons but other 

customers began to bar customers, here is the story of “Laughing Bill” the man barred from 

the Claude for laughing as told by local writer David Bowler. 

 
During the 70s & 80s a chap who used to drink at The Claude Bill Jenkins, who also used 
to go fishing with John "the carpet" Williams was actually banned from The Claude for 
LAUGHING. Can you believe that!!  He used to drink at the other end of the bar from us 
and when he used to let loose with his high pitch type cackle, we used to crack up laughing 
as well. But eventually I'm afraid it was all a bit too much for some of the Domino & Card 
Playing "Old Boys" in the corner, who took offence to this and complained. At first Bill, 
who was an old timer himself, was asked to keep it down and then when I hadn't seen 
him around for a while I asked John Williams about it, he told me the Landlord had banned 
him for laughing. I couldn't believe it at the time, and still think this has got to be a unique 
story. But the type of PLONCERS that were around in those days you can believe this 
kind of thing happening on a regular basis. 
Anyway I hope this may be some use for your website, I don't suppose Bill Jenkins will 
mind he's long gone, but the sound of that infectious cackle echoing around the bar in 
The Claude still makes me chuckle whenever I think of it. 
 



Poor Bill, I hope his infectious laugh now echoes around that great saloon bar in the sky and 

the domino team have been sent to that pub cellar with the very warm fire – if you see what I 

mean. 

 

The men who shout Oi! [as in Ugy ugy ugy..... Oi Oi Oi!!!!] 

While the PLONCers were in ascendance the Corporation Park Keepers of the 1960s had more 

or less all retired and the ARP Wardens had long been forgotten but they had left behind a 

legacy in an amalgam of both in the shape of the men who shout Oi!  

The early 1980s saw the land being cleared in the redundant industrial and docks areas of 

Cardiff that would become the Bay area we all know and love today, however during this early 

transition period there was a blur between the land newly released for public use and what was 

still private – you soon found out because if you innocently took a short cut across a newly 

cleared plot a man would suddenly appear, often from behind to shout Oi! The men who shout 

Oi could not only be found on brownfield sites but also Greenfield such as Cefn Onn Country 

Park and they survived into the early 21st Century around the Llanishen Reservoir.  

The PLONCers would leave no such legacy for as the 1970s drew to a close the ASPs had now 

got used to the superior customer service in Continental Europe and began to question how 

comes the American comedy show Cheers featured a bar “where everyone knows your name” 

while in one case back in Cardiff a landlord didn’t know his regular customers names even 

when he left after 30 years – the ASPs like the Borg had assimilated and the fight back was 

about to begin using the power of redress.  

 

My brother walked into the Discovery with a few old school friends for a quiet pint just before 

the turn of the decade into the 1980s, as he approached the bar the landlord barked “I thought 

I told you that I didn’t want to see your face in here again” Before my brother, having not been 

barred in the first place could double check that he was the owner of the face in question, the 

landlord followed through with the threat “If you don’t leave now you will be leaving feet first” 

My brother had no option under common law but to leave the pub, not feet first but walking 

proudly upright followed by his loyal friends to then head straight for a typewriter to demand 

an explanation from the Brewery for this appalling treatment at the hands of one of their 

employees. A meeting was arranged at the pub with brother and the brewery where the landlord 

claimed that this was simply a case of mistaken identity, no doubt the customer with the actual 

face not to be seen again in the pub still drinking happily away in the lounge bar. My brother 

was never a regular in the Discovery and has never been in any trouble but don’t let this fool 

you for the landlord’s shocking tirade in front of other customers and his friends was something 

people like my brother would not let go – the PLONCers had finally crossed the line.  

As a consequence of demanding redress my brother became an early pioneer of what would 

lead to a swift end to the PLONCer’s regime for as complaints mounted the Brewery would 

soon tire of having to arrange meetings with their landlords and customers over spurious 

barring orders. 

 

One minute passed midnight on the 1st January 1980 saw the fine people of Cardiff celebrating 

the new year inside the pub and not locked outside and everyone now felt safe to enter licenced 

premises without the fear of being targeted by the landlord simply for being different - all this 

decades before equality laws on age, disability, gender, gender reassignment, race, religion and 

sexual orientation plus not forgetting the Human Rights Act – can you imagine the lawsuits 

had the PLONCers survived into the 21st Century. 

 

The big sulk 



Many landlords would spend the 1980s in the big sulk - if they could not now bar customers 

when they felt like it they would simply ignore them. Into the 1990s there was the occasional 

attempt at a PLONCer revival with arguments over drinking up times but again these battles 

were won by customers who would now fire off not letters but e-mails to the brewery hence 

almost immediately winning the argument for the consumer. There was one incident 

experienced by team fourtharch right into the 21st Century when we called into a pub that 

sounds very much like an area close to Swansea to take advantage of its then new 11.30 licence 

– after a few visits the landlord finally came over to speak with us not for a friendly chat but to 

tell us that he objected to four blokes turning up at 11 to take advantage of the new 11.30 

licence and as he put it “I get paid the same whoever comes in and out of this pub” While my 

younger friends who were not even born in the 1970s stood shocked at the landlord’s attitude, 

I thought it a wonderful piece of nostalgia. 

 

Barred legitimately – Badge of Honour 

There were some people in the 1970s who were barred perfectly legitimately of course – and 

you know who your are Mrs M. Team fourtharch founding member Richard’s mother Mrs M, 

who will remain anonymous related a real badge of honour story of the time when she was 

barred from the Three Arches in the 1970s for being under age, unfortunately one of the people 

listening to her story was another fourtharch founding member, Mogi who would go on to take 

up the position of senior bar person at the aforementioned Three Arches. Can you imagine Mrs 

M’s face when she walked into the Arches with her church group in the early 2000s to be 

confronted by Mogi pointing towards her from behind the bar shouting “ Yer barred - out!”  

 

PLONCer Nostalgia 
 

Over the last ten years 10,000 traditional British pubs have closed for good meanwhile over 

900 very popular Wethespoon pubs have opened in existing buildings up and down the country. 

Wetherspoon as a company has taken the growing in popularity egalitarian approach to 

business not only with customers but also its employees with 90% of bonus payments going to 

its staff therefore seeing an end to the above “I get paid the same whoever comes in and out of 

this pub” attitude.  

 

And that is where the story should end but ironically another infamous landlord from the 1970s, 

Basil Fawlty has spawned a nostalgia market in themed weekends and of course Al Murray 

continues to fill theatres with his parody of everyone’s nightmare of a traditional pub landlord. 

Unlike the fine folks above I was never barred from a pub in Cardiff in the 1970s so would 

there be room for a 70s themed weekend at the Three Brewers where I could maybe get a 

second chance at earning that badge of honour? Unlike another 1970s anti-hero, DCI Gene 

Hunt I would not be looking to trash the place to attract the landlords attention, no sir, I want 

to get barred in the traditional PLONCer style for something as ridiculous as for being happy 

like Laughing Bill or even better for a fashion faux pas “Ere mate, you can’t wear herringbone 

with plaid trousers in ‘ere – yer barred” 

 

 


